Thank you for your interest in the
Skyline Woods’ product line. If you have
additional questions or would like to place
an order please contact us at 800.818.9971.

SkylineWoods.com

“ I just wanted to let you
know how impressed I am
with your organization and
your products. I was
expecting to find some
unusable boards, but to
my surprise there was not
a single board that was
unusable; not even one
that was in semi-rough
shape. It was a dream to
work with. My house is
everything I had hoped it
would be! Thanks!
Chris Johnson
Winona, MN

Knotty Pine paneling

Kitchen Makeover

Have you always dreamed
about having a log home?
Skyline Woods makes that
simple. Our line of natural
pine and cedar siding,
paneling and accessories
can transform any home
into a log home, whether
it’s inside or out, one room
or your entire house.
Explore the possibilities
that Skyline Woods offers
and discover how you can
have that up north feeling
in your home.

New construction…
log siding, posts and railing

A basement transformation…
from concrete block to log sided
in a weekend!

Exterior…before and after
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3 x 8 Cedar 1/2 Log Siding
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4” x 4” Cedar Log Window
and Door Trim
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8” Cedar Vertical Log Corners
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Cedar Log Posts
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Cedar Log Railings
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Cedar Decking
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Knotty Pine Paneling
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3” Ambrosia Red
Maple Flooring
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1 x 3 Pine Colonial Casing
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Half Log & Timber Stairs
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Rustic Railing
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Custom 1/2 Log
Fireplace Mantle
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Pine Log Rafter Ties
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“ Well, we are finished
siding our cabin. The
quality of the materials
we purchased from you
was excellent. We enjoyed
working with it and there
was very little waste.”
Larry and Ginnie Burt
Atlanta, MI

The unmatched quality of our siding and paneling is a guaranteed sure-fit the first time, every
time. Individualized service with our expert staff will walk you through your project or ideas from
start to finish. We offer numerous “in stock” siding and paneling for same day pick up or delivery.

Tongue-n-Groove and End-matched Log Siding
Our log siding is engineered and designed for easy installation, with minimal
waste and measuring. Our unique end-match design gives us a distinct
advantage over our competitors. Every piece is inspected and defected for
the best quality possible before packaging. The tongue-n-groove and endmatch design gives you an authentic log look with less maintenance: no face
nailing, no caulking in between joints, no waste. Available smooth or hand
(hewn) peeled for the genuine log look.

QUARTER LOG SIDING
The quarter log is the economical choice to
achieve the "Look of Logs", and is available
in both 2 x 6 or 2 x 8, in smooth or hand
hewn. Our quarter log is manufactured
with a 1/4” tongue-n-groove and end match
system, which covers all nails or screws,
locking the boards into place for maximum
strength and durability. This systems saves
labor and material, thus saving you money.

HALF LOG SIDING
Our most popular style, for the look of
logs without the full log price. Available
in 3 x 6 or 3 x 8, in smooth or hand hewn.
Our half log siding is designed with a 1/2"
tongue-n-groove and end-match system.
There isn't a stronger single tongue-ngroove system out there, leaving no
exposed nails or screws, and eliminating
excessive labor and material expenses.
We estimate you save 20% over ship-lap
and other tongue-n-groove siding.

PREMIER LOG SIDING
Our biggest and best siding that offers you logs with
luxury, giving any home the look of a true log home.
This is our newest style that will give you an upscale
look at the possibilities of log siding. These hand hewn
logs are featured in 3 x 8 or 3 x 10, and are the
biggest and best available. Like all of our quality wood
products, Premier Log Siding is end-matched to save
you time and money. Plus the extra coverage cuts
down on labor, and gives you an impressive log look.

